We present necessary and sufficient conditions on a Banach space X that the classes of strongly measurable X-valued Denjoy-Pettis integrable and Denjoy-Gelfand integrable functions coincide.
In this note we give necessary and sufficient conditions on a Banach space X that the classes of strongly measurable, .Y-valued Denjoy-Pettis and DenjoyGelfand integrable functions coincide. We preserve here, for the most part, the notations of D. W. Solomon [3] and, for the sake of simplicity, restrict our attention to Lebesgue measure A on [0, 1].
Throughout, following Solomon, we let DP denote the Denjoy-Gelfand integral and DP* the Denjoy-Pettis integral. All point functions / will be strongly measurable, denned on T. J. MORRISON and strongly measurable. Now letting E = /" n W, by the integrability of x*fon E, we have for all such E and all x* E X*, 2 \x*(xn)X(En n £)| = 2 \x*(X(En n E)x")\ < oo. Corollary. // X is weakly sequentially complete then every strongly measurable, X-valued Denjoy-Gelfand integrable function is Denjoy-Pettis integrable.
